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KOHLER EXTENDS FULLY INTEGRATED GAS-
POWERED GENERATOR LINE

January 2020

KOHLER is extending its gaseous-powered industrial generator lineup featuring the company’s 6.2-
liter V8 turbocharged engine with new models at 100kW and 125kW. The generators’ turbocharged
engines are optimized for applications and integrate durable aluminum cylinder heads with heavy-
duty valves and valve seats.

With the launch of these new generators, KOHLER now offers fully integrated gas-powered models
ranging between 40kW and 125kW – all powered by KOHLER engines. These generators provide
users with the flexibility to select the appropriate gas fuel source for a specific application – natural
gas, LP, or patent-pending dual fuel – and are ideally suited to a variety of settings, such as
commercial and municipal buildings, educational facilities, apartment complexes, health clinics and
nursing homes.

“Our gas generators are suited for a wide array of industrial settings and, because they’re fully-
integrated units, KOHLER provides one-source responsibility for the generating system and
accessories – including fast and easy access to our genuine aftermarket parts and service,” said
Amy Haese, associate product manager for KOHLER industrial generators.

The KG100 and KG125 generators feature Kohler’s Fast Response X excitation system that delivers
excellent voltage response and short-circuit capability using a rare-earth, permanent magnet-
excited alternator. They are available as open or closed units and can be ordered with KOHLER’s
recently launched sound-attenuated, hurricane-rated enclosure. This durable aluminum enclosure
meets the most stringent and widely recognized Testing Application Standards (TAS) within the
Florida Building Code for wind load and projectile impact.

The KG100 and KG125 gensets also feature the KOHLER APM402 controller, which offers a digital
display and menu control for easy access to local data as well as seamless remote communication
through standard protocol support for remote annunciator and building management system
integration.

https://kohlerpower.com/en/generators/industrial/press-release/2020/jan/gas-power-generator-line
https://kohlerpower.com/en/generators/industrial
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The KG100 and KG125 generators are now exclusively available through KOHLER’s extensive
network of dealers/distributors throughout the United States. A Distributor Locator can be found
online here: https://kohlerpower.com/en/generators/industrial/distributor-locator.

A global force in power solutions since 1920, KOHLER manufactures complete power systems,
including generators (portable, marine, residential, commercial and industrial), automatic transfer
switches, switchgear, monitoring controls, and accessories for emergency, prime power and
energy-management applications all around the world. The company is committed to reliable,
leading edge power-generation products as well as comprehensive after-sale support. For
additional details, please visit www.KohlerPower.com. 

About Kohler Co.

Founded in 1873 and headquartered in Kohler, Wis., Kohler Co. is one of America’s oldest and
largest privately held companies. With more than 55 manufacturing locations worldwide, Kohler is a
global leader in the manufacture of engines and power systems; kitchen and bath products; and
owner/operator of two of the world’s finest five-star hospitality and golf resort destinations in
Kohler and St Andrews, Scotland. For more details, please visit www.Kohler.com.
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